TECH N I CAL I N FO RMATI O N

INS T A L L A T ION A ND
A R R A NG E ME NT

DR IV E P OS IT IONS
Horizontal

To design excellent chain
drives, chains and sprockets
should be properly arranged and
installed.
Horizontal arrangements

C E NT E R DIS T A NC E A ND
C HA IN L A P
Chain lap on the small sprocket must be at least 120 degrees.

T E C HNIC A L
INF OR MA T ION

Sprockets can be spaced at
any distance as long as their
teeth do not touch. O ptimum
distance is 30 to 50 times of
pitch of the chain used except
when there is a pulsating load. In
case of pulsating drive, distance
of less than 20 chain pitches is
adequate.
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T E NS ION A ND S L A C K
Proper amount of chain tension should be maintained. Inadequate tension will step up wear,
while excessive sag will result in
pulsating impact, stranding and
breakage.
Adequate slack is 4 % of the
span for normal drives. In the
following cases, the slack should
be about 2 % of the span.
1) V ertical position or near to
vertical position.
2) Center distance exceeding 1
meter.
3) H eavy load application with
frequent starts and stops.
4) Application with sudden reverse motions.

A. G enerally roller chain slack is on
the lower side.
B. W hen the center distance is short
chain slack is adjusted by expanding it.
C. W hen the center distance is long,
chain slack is adjusted by installing a tightener.
D . W hen chain slacks on the upper
side, adjust it by a tightener.

Inclined and V ertical

up to 60°degrees

Inclined arrangements :
E. Inclined operation should be
within 60゜, possible.
F. Too much slack will cause chain
to ride up on the lower sprocket
over 60°degrees
or come off. It should be adjusted
by a tightener.
V ertical arrangements :
G, H
Excessive chain sag should be automatically adjusted by a tightener. It is
mandatory when the driving
shaft(small sprocket) is placed on
the bottom side.

